
American Association of Immunologists (AAI)

 Situation  The American Association of Immunologists (AAI) of Bethesda, Maryland was 

founded to help expand the frontiers of immunology, and support the interests 

and advancement of immunologists around the world. The association publishes 

The Journal of Immunology, the leading peer-reviewed journal in the field, and is 

actively engaged in disseminating immunology news, recruiting new members, 

hosting and managing meetings and forums for presentation of new research, and 

bringing immunology research issues to Capitol Hill. 

   With a limited staff and resources that were stretched thin by its numerous 

responsibilities on multiple fronts, AAI selected TDC to be its go-to resource for 

marketing communications design and messaging support. 

 Solution   Much of our work for AAI has involved refinement and design of marketing materials 

for its 2014 and 2015 annual meetings. For the 2014 meeting, we inherited a number of 

materials that were already in progress and had a look and feel in place. Accordingly, 

we refined the existing work and created print ads promoting the meeting as well as 

events at the meeting; save-the-date ads and mailers; and a program guide cover that all 

aligned with the established creative foundation. 

   After solidifying AAI’s trust in our capabilities and responsiveness, we established a 

new look and feel for the 2015 annual meeting marketing materials that reflected the 

spirit of the New Orleans meeting site. We have developed save-the-date ads and 

hot cards, web banners, and physical banners that carry the new look and feel and 

will be further involved in the creation of additional materials supporting the 2015 

meeting in the months ahead.

 Result  AAI has continued to lean on TDC for guidance and support in ensuring that its marketing 

communications needs are met. Our sensitivity to working within AAI’s established look 

and feel framework for its 2014 annual meeting enabled us to earn the trust needed to 

lead a change in the creative direction for its 2015 meeting. We look forward to applying 

this new approach to additional materials for the meeting and developing impactful 

presentations for other program areas within AAI.



• print ad

• save the date postcard

• website banner



• conference pop-up banner

• html email



• Immunology2015 program

• Immunology2015 abstracts


